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Abstract: The objective of this article is to provide an overview on the current development of micro-
and nanoporous fiber processing and manufacturing technologies. Various methods for making micro-
and nanoporous fibers including co-electrospinning, melt spinning, dry jet-wet quenching spinning,
vapor deposition, template assisted deposition, electrochemical oxidization, and hydrothermal
oxidization are presented. Comparison is made in terms of advantages and disadvantages of different
routes for porous fiber processing. Characterization of the pore size, porosity, and specific area is
introduced as well. Applications of porous fibers in various fields are discussed. The emphasis
is put on their uses for energy storage components and devices including rechargeable batteries
and supercapacitors.

Keywords: porous fiber; manufacturing; processing; melt spinning; electrospinning; vapor deposition;
oxidization; energy storage

1. Introduction

Porous materials including porous fibers refer to those containing open or internal pores.
Many unique properties of porous materials derived from the intrinsically large surface area have
drawn the interest of researchers to explore their new uses in many fields including energy conversion
and storage [1–6], biomedical engineering [7,8], adsorption and filtration [9], purification [10–12],
catalysis [13,14], chemical detection and sensing [15–22], etc. There are different approaches to increasing
the specific surface area further by increasing porosity, refining the structures, and implementing both.
For example, electrospinning [23], extrusion spinning [24], melt processing [25], thermally controlled
reduction [26,27], templated assisted fabrication [28,29] and multiphase reactions [30] have been
found very effective on tuning the structures and improving the performances. Through some of
these techniques, increased specific area [31] and desired interface structures [32] have been obtained.
Some special characteristics such as magnetic activation [33], charge-induced low stain generation [34],
and electrochromic response [35] are observed. Although various porous materials including porous
particles, fibers, and films will be mentioned in this review, the emphasis of the paper will be put
on the porous micro- and nanofibers. The remaining parts of this article are organized as follows:
Typical porous fiber processing and manufacturing technologies will be introduced first. Following
that, the applications of the prepared porous fibers will be presented. Both traditional and new methods
for making porous fibers will be discussed with special interest in co-electrospinning, melt spinning,
dry jet-wet quenching spinning, template assisted deposition and selective etching, electrochemical
oxidization, chemical vapor deposition, thermal drawing and cladding, and hydrothermal oxidization.
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The applications of porous fibers for energy storage will be briefly presented. Some other applications
such as for sensing, adsorption, separation, and drug delivery will also be mentioned.

2. Porous Fiber Processing and Manufacturing Technologies

There are many ways for the pore generation in fibers. Sacrificial particle etching, phase separation,
fiber fusion, gas foaming, melt blending and spinning, drawing and extrusion, laser blazing, etc.
are some of the common examples. In this section, the emphasis will be place on spinning including
electrospinning and melt spinning techniques because they are simple and easy to implement.
Electrospinning will be discussed first. Then the development in melt spinning will be presented.
Other techniques such as self-assembling, hydrothermal oxidation, chemical vapor deposition, cladding,
and electrochemical etching will be briefly introduced in the last part of this section.

2.1. Electrospinning

Electrospinning or simply called E-spinning is a commonly used fiber production method.
Under the action of an electric force, charged polymer solutions or polymer melts were drawn into
continuous fibers with radial dimensions in the range from nm to µm. Electrospinning shows the
characteristics of both viscous fluid electrospraying and traditional solution dry spinning of fibers.
Many polymers show good E-spinning capability. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) is one of them. As a linear
polymer, polyacrylonitrile (PAN) is readily dissolvable in various polar solvents and shows good
spinning ability. In addition, PAN is a high carbon yielding precursor for manufacturing carbon
fibers. Solid carbon fiber can be readily prepared through the electrospinning of PAN followed
by oxidation and pyrolysis as illustrated in Figure 1A,D,E [36]. Figure 1 reveals the results from
both classical (A and B) and current new (C) methods for producing carbon fibers from many
polymer-based precursors. By adding a space-holding or pore generating polymer, for example
poly-(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) into PAN, highly porous microstructural features can be obtained.
The later removal of PMMA from the spun fibers through the thermal decomposition creates micro-
and nanoscale pores depending on the processing conditions. Zhou et al. [36] also showed that direct
mixing PAN and PMMA together into a solution resulted in micro- and nanoporous carbon-based
fibers with random distributed pores of different sizes as illustrated in Figure 1B,F,G [36]. However,
bonding PAN and PMMA to create a block copolymer (PAN-b-PMMA) led to porous carbon nanofibers
with uniform pore sizes. After synthesizing the block copolymer of PAN-b-PMMA, a viscous solution
can be made for processing porous carbon fibers. There are several steps to generated porous carbon
nanofibers. First of all, electrospinning the copolymer was conducted to create fibrous strands. Next,
the electrospun polymers went through an oxidation heat treatment process or thermal annealing.
During this heat treatment, the thermally induced separation of two phases led to the generation of
PMMA domains in the PAN fibers. The self-assembling of PMMA in the PAN allowed rather uniform
distribution of PMMA. In the last step of pyrolysis, the heat treated polymer fibers were exposed to
an even higher temperature under inert gas protection. This high temperature process converted the
PAN into carbon and decomposed PMMA. The removal of PMMA left behind interconnected pores
throughout the carbon fibers as illustrated in Figure 1C,H,I [36]. The high temperature annealing
treatment followed by pyrolysis converted the PAN-b-PMMA copolymer fiber into porous carbon fiber.
The size and center-to-center spacing of pores were observed increasing largely with the increase of the
annealing temperature. The size and morphology of pores in the PAN derived carbon could also be
controlled by solvent annealing of PAN-b-PMMA in dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethylformamide, toluene,
and chloroform [37].
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Figure 1. Schematic and scanning electron microscopic images showing how to make solid and
porous carbon fibers. (A) PAN was E-spun into a fiber mat first. Then, oxidation at 280 ◦C in air
led to the crosslinking of PAN (blue). After that, the fiber was treated at 800 ◦C in N2 to produce
carbon fibers (gray). A single polymer fiber (purple) was magnified for clear demonstration. (B) PAN
was mixed with the sacrificial PMMA (red) to form a polymer blend. After oxidation, the phase
separation of the polymer blend produced two domains. During pyrolysis, PMMA was removed,
resulting in random-sized pore formation. (C) The phase separation in PAN-b-PMMA block copolymer
resulted in uniform PMMA domains (red) in the PAN matrix (blue) via oxidation and self-assembly.
After pyrolysis, the PCFs showed well-controlled and uniformly distributed pores. SEM images of the
carbon fibers from (D,E) PAN, (F,G) PAN/PMMA, and (H,I) PAN-b-PMMA. Reproduced under the
terms and conditions of the liberal Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license
from [36]. Published by AAAS. Copyright©2019 The Authors.

Lin et al. [38] proposed a method for direct making highly porous polystyrene fibers through
the electrospinning approach. High porosity in polystyrene polymer fibers was generated by using a
high vapor pressure solvent, tetrahydrofuran (THF). The polystyrene polymer was dissolved into THF
to make the 20 wt.% solution for spinning. The THF solvent was subsequently removed during the
electrospinning process to directly form pores as shown in Figure 2A [38].
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Figure 2. Filed emission scanning electron microscopic images showing the cross-sections of the electrospun
polystyrene fibers from the solutions with different weight ratios of tetrahydrofuran/dimethylformamide:
(A) 4/0, (B) 3/1, (C) 2/2, (D) 1/3, and (E) 0/4. Reprinted with permission from [38]. Copyright©2010 American
Chemical Society.

From Figure 2A, we can see that the shape of the fibers spun from the solution with THF as the
only solvent is ribbon-like. A large number of surface nanopores were observed. Using a mixed
solvent with 25% DMF, the nanopores disappeared from the surface. Only the wrinkled surface
feature was found as illustrated by Figure 2B. The fiber electrospun from the solution with equal
amount of THF and DMF mixture displayed surface roughness as shown in Figure 2C. The further
increase in the concentration of DMF in the solvent promoted the formation of surface smooth fiber
as can be found from both Figure 2D,E. The surface nanopores only formed on the fibers E-spun
from the high vapor pressure THF. With the addition of DMF, the decrease of the vapor pressure
could significantly slow down the solvent evaporation. Consequently, the rate of solvent evaporation
from the jets was reduced, which allowed the charged jets to keep in the fluidic state for longer time.
Therefore, the continued stretching of the ejected polymer favored the formation of smooth fibers. It is
well known that the highly volatile solvents including acetone, THF, and dichloromethane used in
electrospinning can easily generate surface nanopores on the E-spun fibers. The surface wrinkles were
caused by the buckling instability in processing based on the electrospinning studies of PS in THF
and PAN in DMF [39], and poly-L-lactide (PLLA) in dichloromethane [40]. It must be also noted that
groove-like pores could sometimes form from the same 20% polystyrene solution with a mixed solvent
containing 25% DMF + 75% THF and the porous polystyrene fiber is highly adsorptive to oil as shown
in [41]. The surface modification of the electrospun nanofibrous polystyrene fiber was performed
by Zhang et al. [42]. The polystyrene nanoporous fibers was coated with a polyethyleneimine (PEI)
layer to make a fibrous PS-PEI sensor. The sensor was tested and the enhanced formaldehyde sensing
performance was achieved.

In addition to the surface nanopore generation, electrospinning is also an effective method to
make nanoporous hollow fibers. As shown by Zhang et al. in [43], coaxial electrospinning was used to
make core/shell hollow fibers. The polycaprolactone (PCL) polymer with the biodegradable property
was used as the shell of the nanofiber. While polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was taken as a sacrificial
agent to form the core of the hollow porous fiber. The PVP core was dissolved by water instantly
so that the nanoporous PCL hollow fiber can be generated. It is reported that the polycaprolactone
(PCL) polymer has unique properties of biocompatibility, thermal stability, and chemical inertness [44].
Therefore, the nanoporous hollow PCL fiber may be used for drug delivery. Coaxial electrospinning is
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considered as an effective way for establishing a nanoscale confinement environment to control the
crystallinity of the fiber core [45].

Traditionally, polyacrylonitrile (PAN) derived carbon fibers are applied as the reinforcements
for structural composite materials [46]. Recently, the electrospun PAN fiber has been studied as
the support for nanoporous particles. In the paper published by Xu et al. [47], nanoporous Fe2O3

nanoparticles were embedded in the PAN derived carbon nanofibers (CNFs) for rechargeable Li-ion
battery application. The composite nanofibers show the high conductivity of continuous carbon
nanofiber networks, while the incorporated nanoporous iron oxide particles provide a lot of active
sites and significantly enhance the charge capacity of the nanofibers. The nanoporous Fe2O3 are
uniformly distributed in CNFs by the electrospinning. The conductive behavior of PAN derived carbon
porous nanofiber can be further improved by silver incorporation based on the comparative studies
of PAN-derived pure CNFs and Ag-incorporated CNFs [48]. The porous carbon and metal/carbon
conducting nanofiber were made into enzymatic biosensors. They showed high sensitivity in the
detection of triglyceride. Guo et al. [49] performed electrospinning a PAN-DMF solution added with
reduced graphene oxide (GO) sheets to make porous composite carbon nanofibers. The benzene and
butanone adsorption performance of the prepared GO/CNFs with well-developed porous structure
were investigated. The incorporation of GO in the porous carbon fiber was found enhancing the
adsorption performance and increasing the affinity of volatile organic compounds to the nanofibers.

Porous oxide nanofibers can be made through electrospinning metal compound containing
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) solutions followed by calcination in air [50–52]. Grishin and Markova [50]
made bead-free and continuous Er-doped (Na,K)NbO3 (Er:NKN) nanofibers by sol-gel electrospinning
PVP followed by calcination. Ferroelectric properties of the Er:NKN oxide nanofiber were tested.
More details in sol-gel electrospinning process may be found in the research work performed by
Aykut et al. [51]. A silver/lithium cobalt oxide (Ag/LiCoO2) nanofiber was prepared by this method as
shown in Figure 3. Silver nitrate (AgNO3) and the PVP polymer were added in water to obtain one of
the solutions. Referring to the left part of Figure 3, the second solution was made by adding cobalt
acetate: Co(CH3COO)2·4H2O, lithium acetate: Li(CH3COO)·2H2O, and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in DI
(deionized) water as well. Before the electrospinning, the as-prepared two solutions were sufficiently
mixed. Silver nanoparticles were generated by the reaction between silver nitrate and PVP. In the
reaction, silver nitrate was reduced to silver by PVP to generate very fine silver precipitates. While the
sol-gel reactions in the second solution converted lithium acetate (designated as LiAc) and cobalt
acetate, simply designated as Co(Ac)2, sols into lithium hydroxide and cobalt hydroxide gels. After the
sol-gel electrospinning as shown in the middle part of Figure 3, polymer based composite nanofibers
were obtained and dried. Next, calcination of the fibers was carried out in air for 2 h to remove the
polymers. During this process the hydroxides were converted into LiCoO2. The fiber product showed
surface roughness and porosity as revealed by the SEM and TEM images in the far right-hand side of
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic of sol-gel electrospinning Ag/LiCoO2 nanofibers and the images. Reprinted with
permission from [51]. Copyright© 2020 Elsevier Ltd.
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The complex oxide (GdxSr1-xNiO3) based porous nanofiber was made by the similar sol-gel
electrospinning method [52]. Briefly, Sr(NO3)2, Gd(NO3)3, and Ni(NO3)2 powders were added
and stirred in DMF first. Then, the polymer binder, PVP, was dispersed into the solution for
E-spinning. The spun fibers were dried at 60 ◦C for 8 h to get rid of the DMF solvent and subsequently
annealed at 650 ◦C for 2 h to degrade PVP and convert the hydroxide gels into the complex oxide.
Electron microscopic analysis of the prepared nanofibers with different Gd:Sr:Ni ratios was performed
and the images are shown in Figure 4 [52]. It was found that the morphology of the fiber was
composition dependent. The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images in Figure 4a,b for the fibers
with the compositions of GdNiO3 and Gd0.9Sr0.1NiO3, respectively, are featured by densely packed
uniform nanocrystals. The surface of the two types of fiber were found relatively smooth. The mean
size of the GdNiO3 fibers in diameter was found less than 100 nm. While the Gd0.9Sr0.1NiO3, nanofiber
has a larger average diameter in the range from 100 to 200 nm. With the decrease in relative amount of
Gd or increase of Sr, the Gd0.7Sr0.3NiO3 fiber shows high porosity as revealed in Figure 4c. The SEM
image with a higher magnification in Figure 4d for a selected single fiber strand with the composition
of Gd0.7Sr0.3NiO3 reveals shallow pores with different sizes. The surface roughness of the fiber became
observable. The diameter of the fiber was increased to larger than 200 nm. Such a porous feature of the
fiber can offer many electrochemically active sites, which is an advantage for electrolyte storage in
some applications such metal-ion batteries and supercapacitors. With the further decreasing in the
Gd content or increasing in Sr, the Gd0.5Sr0.5NiO3 fiber started collapsing in structure and piled up
together. The fiber also changed its surface morphology slightly. From Figure 4e, with the decrease in
Gd concentration or increase in Sr, the increasing in the pore size of the Gd0.5Sr0.5NiO3 fiber is easily
seen especially when compared with the image in Figure 4c for the fiber with a higher Gd (or lower Sr)
content. With even lower concentration of Gd or even higher content of Sr, the Gd0.3Sr0.7NiO3 fiber
changed its structure dramatically. Many tiny spikes are attached to the surface as from by the over
growing of the pores with irregular sizes. Consequently, the nominal size of the fiber was increased to
over 1 µm and the roughness of the fiber surface increased significantly. The fiber is thorn-like due to
numerous tiny spikes attached to the surface of the Gd0.3Sr0.7NiO3 fiber. The average size of these
spikes is around 200 nm, which can be estimated from Figure 4f. Structure analysis also revealed that
as the atomic ratio of Gd was reduced from 1 to 0.3, the crystal lattices were increasingly distorted.
This promoted the pore expansion and amorphous particle growth at the surface, leading to the surface
coarsening of the fiber. The over growth of the pores and the shrinking in size of the Gd0.3Sr0.7NiO3

fiber allowed the formation of the robust fibrous thorns. The crystal structure of Gd0.3Sr0.7NiO3

transformed into that of the SrNiO3 with high crystallinity with the increase of Sr content in the oxide
fiber [52].

Figure 4. SEM and TEM images of the complex oxide nanofibers with different compositions: (a) SEM
of GdNiO3, (b) SEM of Gd0.9Sr0.1NiO3, (c) SEM of Gd0.7Sr0.3NiO3, (d) SEM of a selected Gd0.7Sr0.3NiO3

fiber at a higher magnification, (e) SEM of Gd0.5Sr0.5NiO3, (f) TEM image of Gd0.3Sr0.7NiO3. Reprinted
with permission from [52]. Copyright© 2020 Elsevier Ltd.
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Thirugunanam et al. [53] synthesized nanoporous TiO2 nanofibers wrapped by reduced graphene
oxide sheets (rGO) via sol-gel electrospinning with the potential application for improved Li-ion
storage. Titanium (IV) isopropoxide was used as the source for TiO2. PVP was the binder, and DMF
was the solvent. The graphene oxide (GO) used for wrapping the TiO2 nanofibers was made from
chemical peeling of graphite using potassium permanganate, sulfuric acid, and other related substances.
Two solutions were made for the sol-gel electrospinning. Titanium (IV) isopropoxide was dropped
into a mixture of 2 mL of ethanol and 2 mL of acetic acid to form the first solution. The solution
became transparent and in pale yellow color under vigorous stirring for about an hour. The second
solution was made by dissolving 0.5 g of PVP into a mixed solvent containing 10 mL ethanol and
2 mL DMF under the stirring of a magnetic rod for 30 min. Then, the first solution was added into the
second one. With vigorous stirring for 10 min, a yellowish solution was obtained for electrospinning.
The solution was transferred into a syringe attached to a metallic needle with a nominal diameter of
0.6 mm. The feed rate from pumping was 0.3 mL/h. A DC voltage of 20 kV was imposed between
the end of the needle and an aluminum paper wrapped plate collector. The collector was located
about 16 cm away from the end of the metallic spinneret. The collected nanofibers were annealed at
450 ◦C in air for 2 h to get rid of the PVP polymer. The resulted TiO2 nanofibers showed the anatase
crystalline phase structure [53]. To make the rGO wrapped composite TiO2 nanofiber, 2 mg of graphite
oxide (GO) sheets was uniformly dispersed into 60 mL of DI (deionized) water via sonication for 1 h.
After that, 5 mg of the TiO2 nanofiber was added into the GO solution. After vigorous stirring at the
room temperature, a homogeneous mixture formed. The mixture was gradually dried on a hot plate
through the removal of water under continuous stirring. As a result, a brown-colored sample was
obtained. The sample was subsequently annealed at 400 ◦C for 2 h in Ar gas. This resulted in the
reduction of the GO sheets to rGO at the surface of the TiO2 nanofiber. Eventually, the rGO wrapped
TiO2 nanofiber product was obtained [53].

In [54], Tolosa et al., showed their work on electrospinning a vanadium oxide-carbon hybrid
fiber mat for making cathodes in Li and Na-ion batteries. Vanadium (V) oxytripropoxide (VITP)
was used as the metal oxide source and polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) as the polymer binder and the
carbon source. After electrospinning, the fiber was annealed in a graphite heating furnace at 700 ◦C
for 3 h under Ar protection. It has been also demonstrated that graphitic carbon nanohorns can be
added into the spinning dope resulting in a reduction of 85% in the fiber diameter. Araújo et al. [55]
synthesized hierarchical TiO2/ZnO heteronanostructures using the approach of hydrothermal growth
of nanorods on the surface of spun and decorated fibers. The resulted final product is a composite
nanofiber. It consists of a 3D-nanorod arrangement of the single-phase, hexagonal ZnO on the
surface of a TiO2-decorated nanoporous polymer fiber. The composite fiber was characterized for
the potential application as a photochemical catalyst. Since it has large surface area and can produce
high concentration of charge carriers, the recombination of electrons and holes during photocatalytic
processes can be minimized.

To understand the pore formation mechanism on electrospun fibers, copolymer scaffolds consisting
of poly(ethylene oxide terephthalate)-poly(butylene terephthalate) (PEOT/PBT) were prepared [56].
The copolymer with a PEOT to PBT ratio of 55 to 45 was added into different solvents to study the
influence of solvents on the formation, size and shape of pore in fibers. Also studied is the effect of
concentration on dimension of the fibers and porosity of the scaffolds. The solvents used include
chloroform (CHCl3, boiling point 62 ◦C), dichloromethane (CH2Cl2, boiling point 40 ◦C), dichloroethane
(CH2ClCH2Cl, boiling point 82–84 ◦C), dioxane (C4H8O2 boiling point 101 ◦C). Also used are two
mixtures of solvents. One is a mixture of chloroform with hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP, boiling point
58 ◦C) (78/22% v/v and 90/10% v/v). The other is a mixture of chloroform with methanol (CH3OH,
boiling point 65 ◦C) (96/4% v/v and 92/8% v/v). The concentration of the polymer solutions changed from
20% to 14% for chloroform, from 18% to 14% for dichloromethane, while the polymer concentration
was set to 16% for dichloroethane, to 10% for dioxane, and to 18% and 20% for the mixture solvents.
The scanning electron microscopic images of PEOT/PBT fibers without pore and with pore are shown in
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Figure 5 [56]. Figure 5a is a relatively low magnification image providing a global view of the scaffold.
The images in Figure 5b through e reveal that by reducing the boiling point of the solvents used to
make the polymer solutions, the morphology of the pore changed into irregular shape. The influence
of the boiling point on the pore size was also found. With the increase of the boiling point of the
solvent, the size of the pore was reduced. For fibers obtained from a 16% solution, the pore size
changed from 1.2 µm for dichloromethane (with a boiling point of 40 ◦C), to 800 nm for chloroform
(It has a boiling point of 62 ◦C), and to 350 nm for dichloroethane (It boils in the temperature range of
82–84 ◦C.). When dioxane was used as the solvent, elongated pores were seen with a size of 800 nm
along the fiber direction. The dimension is 70 nm along the transverse direction. In a typical case,
the polymer solution has a concentration of 10%. Increasing the polymer concentration resulted in a
gel with high viscosity that could not initiate spinning. The polymer solutions with dioxane and with
dichloroethane became gels at ambient temperature. Typically, the gels were needed to keep warm at
50 and 60 ◦C, respectively, to maintain the fluidity, before and during electrospinning. When HFIP was
used together with chloroform in a mixture of 22/78% v/v for making a 20% polymer solution, there is
no pore formation observed in Figure 5f. It is believed that the better solvent properties of HFIP for
PEOT/PBT copolymers than other solvents causes such a phenomena [56].

Figure 5. SEM pictures of an E-spun PEOT/PBT scaffold with different fiber pore morphology:
(a) low magnification global view of the scaffold (scale bar: 100 µm), (b) dioxane as the solvent,
(c) dichloroethane used, (d) chloroform, (e) dichloromethane, and (f) a mixture of chloroform and HFIP
used. Scale bar: 5 µm. Reprinted with permission from [56]. Copyright© 2020 Elsevier Ltd.
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Up to now our discussion about electrospinning porous fibers mainly focuses on using organic
solvents and synthetic polymers as the starting materials. In fact, some natural grown biopolymers
and substances were also studied for electrospinning fibers to develop the so-called sustainable
processing technology. Typical examples include the uses of starches [57], dextrins [58], and lignin [59].
The spun fibers could serve as the precursors of carbon fibers. As known, starches belong to polymeric
carbohydrates which consist of numerous glucose units connected by glycosidic bonds. They are
generated by most of the green plants. Starches are the most commonly consumed carbohydrates
in human diets. Kebabsa et al. [57] reported their work on using corn starch to make nanofibers via
electrospinning. Dip-coating the fibers was performed to attach a cobalt compound to the surface.
The fibers were heat treated at high temperatures and converted into highly porous carbon nanofibers
consisting of Co3O4 nanoparticles. It was shown that the pore size was around 2 nm. The porous fiber
demonstrated a high specific surface area of 964 m2/g. And a relatively high specific capacitance of
137 F/g was reached [57].

The feasibility and versatility in processing and converting a readily available renewable carbon
precursor, dextrin, into highly porous carbon fibers were also shown [58]. The hydrolysis of starches
generates dextrins consisting of multiple low-molecular-weight carbohydrate polymers. Electrospinning
a cyclodextrin as the precursor for carbon fiber sponges has been demonstrated by Cecone et al. [58].
The carbon fibers with a diameter distribution of 1.3 ± 0.5 µm were successfully made upon the pyrolysis
of the spun polymeric mat. The pore size of the fiber was in the range of 5–12 Å. The specific surface area
was found to be 692m2/g.

Lignin can form a family of complex organic polymers. Lignin establishes the essential framework
in the support tissues of vascular plants and some algae. Lignin are essential for the formation of rigid
cell walls, especially in wood and bark. Since lignin are cross-linked phenolic copolymers, they yield
high percentage of carbon after the pyrolysis in inert gases. An earlier work performed by Hu and
Hsieh [59] used lignin as the source for carbon. Activated porous carbon fibers with the diameters
of 100–500 nm were made in two steps. First, electrospinning the aqueous solutions consisting of
predominantly alkali lignin (low sulfonate content) was carried out. Then, the carbonization and
activation were done simultaneously at 850 ◦C under N2. It was found that adding a polyethylene oxide
(PEO) carrier with a small portion (only up to one ninth) of lignin allowed effective electrospinning the
mixture into fibers and retained the fibrous structures during heating. Therefore, a separate thermal
stabilization step is not needed. It was also found that impregnating alkali hydroxide activating
reagents in-situ enabled the simultaneous carbonization and activation in a single heating cycle.
The obtained microporous and mesoporous activated carbon fibers showed the superior high specific
surface area of 1400 m2/g.

2.2. Melt Spinning

As compared with the electrospinning technique for porous fiber preparation, some other
spinning methods have demonstrated their advantages. Among them, melt spinning is considered
as a convenient way for large scale porous polymer fiber processing [60]. Melt spinning or melt
extrusion as a traditional approach has found wide applications in spinning thermoplastic polymer
fibers. During melt spinning, either molten polymers or polymer pellets are used to form filaments.
Once filaments come out from nozzles, they are cooled down by gases or fluids. In the work performed
by Li et al. [61], porous polyamide (PA) fibers were prepared through melt spinning by the use of
polyethylene glycol (PEG) as a pore-forming agent. As shown in Figure 6 [61], PEG was melted at
90 ◦C. Then granular PA was added into PEG melt and stirred by a mechanical stirrer for 5 h. In order
to obtain PA fibers with varied, different PEG content levels including 0%, 8.85%, 18.79%, 28.25%,
38.66% and 47.33% were adopted to make the blends. The blends were spun into fibers using a single
screw spinning machine running under the temperature conditions ranging from 235 ◦C to 285 ◦C.
The winding speed of the machine for collecting fibers was kept at 1 m/min. It is found that enhanced
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moisture absorption and air permeability of polyamide (PA) fibers can be achieved due to the high
solubility of PEG in water.

Figure 6. Schematic showing the melt spinning porous polyamide fibers. Reproduced under the terms
and conditions of the liberal Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license from [61].
Published by Hindwi. Copyright©2020 The Authors.

In the research work performed by Yan et al. [62], an immiscible polymer blend with polypropylene
(PP) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was made and melt spun into fibers. The porous PP fibers were
obtained by taking the water-soluble PVA phase away. Porous fibers decorated with nanofillers at
surface can also be made using the melt spinning method. As shown by Yan et al. [63], the multiphase
polypropylene (PP)-polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers containing silica nanoparticles were melt-spun.
The fibers has varied surface hydrophobicity. The polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) severed as a sacrificial
agent to generate pores as also used in [64,65]. It was found that 70:30 by weight is the optimized
ratio of PP to PVA for the manufacture of porous fibers. During the melt spinning, PP-PVA pellets
were transported into the feeding zone of a single screw extruder and heated up gradually from 180
to 207 ◦C using a furnace with multiple heating zones. The molten polymer blends were pumped
and pushed through two parallel dies with multiple cylindrical holes. A relatively high portion of
PVA was removal from the fibers [62,63]. It is noted that other sacrificial polymers may be used to
generate the pores. For example, polyethylene oxide (PEO) [66–68], polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) [69],
and sulfopolyester (SPE) [70,71] as the water extractable pore generation polymers with low toxicity
were used for making porous films, membranes, and fibers.

Kunchimon et al. [72] showed the feasibility of producing functional porous fibers using the
conventional melt spinning method. Polyamide (PA) and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) polymers
were mixed first. Then hybrid fibers were produced by the melt extrusion process. The hybrid fibers
were obtained by melt extrusion in a 10 mm twin-screw extruder with five heating zones. During the
extrusion, the temperature profile from the feed hopper to die was set as 180/200/220/225/230 ◦C.
The mixing of PA6 and TPU in melt spinning would allow the functional groups including the
hydroxyl and carbonyl groups in both polymers to form hydrogen bonding to connect with amide
and urethane/urea groups [73,74]. The pore generation was realized by treating the fibers with the
DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) organic solvent, for a day at the ambient temperature to remove the
TPU segment. Interconnected pores were generated by melt spinning the PA and TPU at 230 ◦C.
The development of interconnected pores in the fibers was observed in the DMSO treatment process.
Mechanical property testing revealed a decrease in strength of the PA-TPU hybrid fibers compared to
that of PA fibers. However, the hybrid fibers showed higher strength than the TPU fibers, prepared
under the same temperature condition. The degradation of the mechanical property of the hybrid
fibers compared to that of the PA seems reasonable because of the existence of pores in the composite
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fibers. The significance of the work lies in recycling textile waste with multiple component polymers
for making useful products.

One of the renewable and biodegradable polymers, polylactide (PLA), has been made into porous
fibers by cold-stretching (MSCS) after melt-spinning [75]. Traditionally, the method of melt-spinning
and cold-stretching (MSCS) consists of multiple steps to produce hollow porous fibers as reported
in [76]. Three typical steps were used to prepare polyethylene (PE) [77–79], polypropylene (PP) [80–82],
and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) [83] porous hollow fiber membranes. In the first step, melt-spinning
was conducted. During the melt-spinning, the stress induced crystallization caused the lamellar
structure formation in the fibers [77]. The second step was thermal annealing. This allowed the
organizing of the crystalline structure. The third step combined cold drawing with hot stretching.
Cold drawing or stretching produced uniformly distributed microcrazes in the amorphous regions
between the two adjacent lamellae. The amorphous microcrazed regions were eventually converted
into open slit pores in the hot stretching process [77]. The advantages of such a method include
low cost and low pollution to the environment. In addition, the as-prepared porous fibers showed
fairly high tensile load carrying capability [76]. Liu et al. [75] proposed a modified by designing a
core-sheath PLA fiber structure to promote the pore formation. As mentioned in the review article
written by Ahmed and Varshney [84], the viscosity of poly-L-lactide (PLLA) is greater than that of
PLA90 (a polylactide with D-lactide of about 10 mol %). During melt-spinning of the blend of PLLA
and PLA90, the stress was found to impose mainly on the PLLA component with high viscosity which
allowed PLLA became the core of the fiber. The high stress condition in PLLA facilitated the growth of
a lamellar structure with considerably high crystallinity. Therefore, pores grew in the PLLA fiber core
under the subsequent stretching. Nevertheless, no pores were observed in the PLA90 sheath layer
because of its low crystallinity. It was also found that the more crystallized PLLA had lower solubility
in ethyl acetate than the PLA90. Consequently, under the controlled ethyl acetate treatment, PLA was
partially dissolved to have the PLLA pore exposed [75]. One advantages were revealed for such a
unique core-shell structure. For example, the PLA90 sheath layer can prevent the porous PLLA fiber
core from fracturing during the stretching, and protect the fiber from splitting in service [75].

The recent development in melting spinning includes process integration. The simple melt
spinning can be readily integrated with other techniques to become more versatile technologies.
For example, the integrated melt spinning techniques of centrifugal melt spinning [85] and melt
electrospinning [86,87] not just preserve the features of melt spinning, but also allow higher productivity
and better control of the size of spun fibers. Meticulous design on the spinneret can also tune the
property of the melt spun fibers [88]. In addition, the melt spun fibers can be modified by porous surface
coating to obtain desired functions, for example, controlled drug delivery function [89]. Yang et al. [85]
illustrated the centrifugal melt spinning (CMS) concept. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) based fibers were
prepared using the centrifugal melt spinning device schematically illustrated in Figure 7. The device
consisted of a melting chamber and a spinneret with multiple outlet sectoral channels located at the
side wall of the chamber. The temperature inside the chamber can be measured by an IR (infrared)
temperature sensor. A heater was used to melt the polymer. The melting chamber rotated at a speed of
as high as 3000 rpm. The fiber products were collected in the concentric barrels. An obvious advantage
is that the fiber can be stretched at high speed into very fine filaments. Increased productivity is
also obtained.

Figure 7. Schematic of the centrifugal melt spinning apparatus: (a) perspective view, (b) top view.
Reprinted with permission from [85]. Copyright© 2020 Elsevier B.V.
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Melt-electrospinning [86] is an efficient technique for producing nano/micro fibers. It is
environment-friendly. It has been recently considered for high throughput porous fiber processing [86].
The working mechanism of this integrated technology of melt spinning and electrospinning can be
seen from Figure 8 [87]. The key components include the melting reservoir, the air pressure delivery
compressor, the high DC voltage power source, and the fiber collector. The major advantage is that
solvents are not necessary for the spinning. This alleviates the environmental pollution as meet in
the electrospinning process due to the large quantity of solvents used. Liang and Meng [86] made
comparative studies of electrospinning and melt-electrospinning of drug-loaded poly(ε-caprolactone)
fibers and the advantages associated with the melt-electrospinning were revealed. In the work
performed by Wang, Xu and Wu [87], poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) fibers were obtained
by melt-electrospinning. The following parameters were recommended. The voltage was 30 kV.
The distance measured from the nozzle to the collector was 5 cm. The pressure driving the flow was
4 kPa. The temperature was kept at 255 ◦C. The environment temperature was 40 ◦C and the relative
humidity was 58%.

Figure 8. Schematic of melt-electrospinning. Reproduced under the terms and conditions of the
liberal Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license from [87]. Published by Sage.
Copyright©2015 The Authors.

Lowe et al. [89] prepared a porous surface coating to the melt spun copolymer fiber made from
acrylonitrile-co-1-vinylimidazole (AN/VIM) by dipping the fiber in a polycaprolactone (PCL)/CHCl3
solution. The molecular weight of the PCL used was 80,000. Before the PCL coating, nitric oxide
(NO) was loaded onto the AN/VIM copolymer fiber to sustain the vasodilation in blood vessels,
which prevents platelet from aggregating [89]. It is stated that by incorporating nitric oxide into
surgical materials can prevent infections and enhance wound healing. The applied polycaprolactone
(PCL) layer serves as a biodegradable coating. A 2 wt.% polycaprolactone (PCL) chloroform solution
was made for coating the melt-spun AN/VIM NO loaded fiber. As shown in Figure 9 [89], the surface
coating is highly porous. The coating is applied uniformly on the fiber as can be seen from Figure 9a.
At a higher magnification, the SEM image of Figure 9b reveals that the average size of the pores was
about 2 µm in diameter. The pores in the PCL layer promoted the reaction of water with the loaded
nitric oxide [89].
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Figure 9. SEM images of PCL coated melt-spun AN/VIM fiber loaded with NO: (a) at low magnification,
(b) at higher magnification showing the pores in the PCL surface layer. Reprinted with permission
from [89]. Copyright©2012 American Chemical Society.

2.3. Dry Jet-Wet Quench Spinning Technique

The dry jet-wet quench spinning technique was initially developed for making porous hollow
fibers for adsorption applications [90]. The technique was described in details by Bhandari et al. in [91].
Figure 10 schematically shows the major components and configuration for the spinning apparatus.
A spin dope and a bore fluid were delivered by pressure pumps to the spinneret with a coaxial
configuration. The spin dope contains polymer binder, a pore generating polymer and zeolite crystals.
The spun fiber traveled through a pre-adjusted air gap before it entered into the quench bath filled
with water. The water quenching promotes the phase separation and allows the fiber to be vitrified.
Then the fiber was collected by wrapping onto a rotating take-up drum. Next, the collected fiber was
soaked into fresh deionized water for several days to completely remove the pore generator polymer.
After that, the water residue in the porous fiber was removed in a solvent exchange process during
which the fiber was immersed in pure methanol followed by three batches of fresh hexane. The solvent
exchange allows the removal of high surface tension water before drying. This eliminates the capillary
force induced pore collapsing. The remaining hexane in the fibers can be removed through drying at
80 ◦C in vacuum [91].

Figure 10. Illustration of the dry jet-wet quench spinning technique. Reprinted with permission
from [91]. Copyright©2010 American Chemical Society.

A typical case was shown in [91] to make porous hollow fiber using zeolite crystals as the sorbent
particles. To prepare the spin dope, 20.3 wt.% zeolite NaY, 13.5 wt.% polyester urethane polymer,
8 wt.% polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as the pore generator, and 58.2 wt.% N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) as the solvent were used to generate a suspension. The PVP was dissolved in NMP first. Then,
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zeolite crystal was dispersed into the PVP-NMP solution. Next, the polyester urethane polymer was
added into the solution. The bore fluid contains NMP and water. The selected NMP concentration in
the bore fluid was either 70 wt.% or 80 wt.%. The bore fluid should be “neutral” so that a uniform
circular bore generates while the generation of an internal crust can be prevented. Figure 11 illustrates
three SEM images at different magnifications. The lowest magnification image at the left hand side of
the figure provides a global view of the porous polyester urethane/zeolite fiber. At the slightly higher
magnification, the middle image reveals the uniform dispersion of zeolite NaY crystal particles in
the polymer. With the highest magnification, the right hand side image shows some zeolite crystals
in clusters.

Figure 11. SEM images at different magnifications. The left hand side image shows the porous
polyester urethane/zeolite fiber. The middle image reveals the zeolite crystal dispersion in the polymer
fiber. The right hand side image with high magnification reveals the zeolite clusters. Reprinted with
permission from [91]. Copyright©2010 American Chemical Society.

A modified dry jet wet spinning approach was proposed to make dual layer porous cellulose
acetate (CA)/zeolite NaY hollow fiber [92,93]. In the facilities shown in Figure 12, high pressure
pumps were installed to deliver multiple dopes and bore fluid into a specially designed spinneret
(a triple orifice annular die). The spinneret can spin the sheath dope, core dope, and bore fluid
simultaneously so that a cores-shell hollow fiber can be obtained. The quench bath temperature was
25~50 ◦C. The temperature of the spinneret, pumps, and transfer lines was maintained around 50 ◦C.
The air gap was set at a low value of 2 cm so that the immediate phase separation of the dope occurred.
This also prevented the formation of an external skin layer. Using the modified dry-jet, wet-quench
spinning facilities schematically shown in Figure 12, Lively et al. [93] produced a dual-layer hollow
fiber for hydrogen purification through the removal of CO2 in the stream. The fiber consists of an
inner “active” core with 31 wt% cellulose acetate (porous binder) and 69 wt% zeolite NaY (sorbent
particles) and an external sheath layer of pure cellulose acetate. The co-spun sheath layer has low
porosity and severed as a smooth surface for polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) coating. PVA was found to have
superior adhesion to the cellulose acetate layer over other commonly used barrier polymers. The PVA
coating medium was prepared by adding 5.4 wt% PVA to deionized water. During the coating process,
the two ends of the hollow fiber were sealed to prevent PVA going into the bore. The PVA coating was
obtained at room temperature by immersing the fiber into the coating medium. Due to the low gas
permeability of PVA, an impermeable sheath layer on the fiber was established [93].

In addition to NMP (N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone), DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) was used as the solvent
during the wet spinning a highly porous and interconnected fiber with 50 wt.% content of starch [94].
The starch-based fiber was produced by wet spinning a mixture of corn starch and ethylene/vinyl
alcohol copolymer dissolved in DMSO. The spun fiber was quenched in a water coagulation bath.
The spinnerets with multiple channels for melt spinning were cut by using the electrical discharge
machining (EDM) technique [95]. The spinnerets were found helpful in producing porous fibers with
16 holes uniformly distributed in the fiber cross-section. The shapes of the hollow holes in the fibers
were made into “C”, “T”, or “I” profiles.
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Figure 12. Schematic of the dual-layer spinning apparatus. Reprinted with permission from [93].
Copyright©2012 Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd.

2.4. Organically Modified Ceramics Approach

The organically modified ceramics (ORMOCER) approach consists of melt spinning, curing,
and pyrolysis. Such an integrated processing technique allows the formation of surface coatings
and hollow fibers with special properties for optical applications, catalysis, and gas sensing [96–99].
The nature of the processed hollow inorganic-organic fibers could be from glass-like and brittle
to rubber-like and flexible. The fibers could be from gas-tight to highly porous as well. The OD
(outer diameter) of the fiber could fall into a very wide range from less than a micron up to tens of
millimeter. The wall thicknesses is typical in the range from several micron to hundreds of micron.
High transparency, good thermal stability and biocompatibility are typical characteristics of this type
of coatings or hollow fibers. During the fiber processing, controlling the sol-gel reactions becomes
the key to obtain the required spinnability. The starting materials used for ORMOCER are typically
inorganic-organic copolymers, for example, the polycarbosilane and polymethylphenylsiloxane
polymer blends [97,98]. The complex rheological preexisting conditions for determining the spinnability
are largely created by the sol-gel process (inorganic network). The organic and inorganic segments
are available to modify the permeability in a wide range. ORMOCER is considered as a complicated
process with few technical constraints. This method may also use the ultraviolet (UV)-induced radiation
curing to reduce the technical requirements to a minimum. In such cases, the spinning materials are
typically UV-curable solvent-free resins [96]. Porous SiC hollow fibers were made from the ORMOCER
hollow fiber precursors. The precursor fibers were cured by thermal oxidation as shown in [97–99].
It is shown that the ORMOCER hollow fiber could be an ideal start material for generating pure
inorganic silicate coatings and hollow fibers. A three-dimensional Si-O-Si network may be used to
create the backbone for the SiO2 coated on optical fibers [96]. Pyrolysis can be used to generate a tightly
constrained distribution of the pore radii at the nanoscale. In addition to the considerably high specific
surface area of up to 700 m2/g and a porosity of up to 60% by volume, these fibers also have the fairly
high strength up to 100 MPa and relatively good flexibility. The applications of the newly processed
ORMOCER hollow fibers span from semipermeable membranes for the separation of substances to
microcapillaries or tubes with tunable mechanical properties that are used specifically for transport
purposes. One of the applications of such porous hollow fibers is in the field of gas detection and
separation at elevated temperatures [96].

Studies performed by Kita et al. [97–99] focus on Si-O-C and SiC based porous fibers from the
pyrolysis of ORMOCER precursors. As schematically shown on the left hand side of Figure 13 [99],
the degassing or desaturation of hydrogen was carried out in the melt spinning process to generate the
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bore of the hollow fibers and the nanopores within the wall of the fibers as shown by the SEM image
on the right hand side of Figure 13. The hydrogen gas came from the cleavage of the Si-H bond in the
precursor polymers at the temperatures slightly lower than the one for melt spinning. Si-H bond tends
to break at fairly low temperatures because of its low bond energy [100]. Evolution of H2 and CH4 in
polymethylsilane begins at any temperature above 500 K [101].

Figure 13. Schematic of the organically modified ceramics (ORMOCER) technique and the SEM image
of the prepared porous hollow fiber. Reprinted with permission from [99]. Copyright ©2009 The
America Ceramic Society.

Based on the results obtained from the processing of the polymer blend containing 85%
polycarbosilane (PCS) and 15% of polyhydromethylsiloxane (H-oil), Kita et al. [99] modeled the
large central pore (bore) formation at the spinning temperature of 578 K as shown by the schematic
drawing in the middle of Figure 13. In this physical model, the H-oil dissolved in the polymer blend
severed the dual roles of plasticizer and blowing agent. When the polymer blend was heated at 533 K,
it started releasing hydrogen gas due to the Si-H bond cleavage. As a decomposed gas from H-oil,
hydrogen can be dissolved into the melting polymer blend the increase of the pressure and temperature
in the spinneret. The continued increasing in the temperature to 578 K allowed more hydrogen gas
dissolution in the melt. During melt spinning, the rapid decrease in pressure and temperature resulted
in the desaturation of hydrogen gas from the polymer melt. The degassing facilitated the formation
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of the bore and the outer shell of the spun fiber because the desaturated gas accumulated along the
longitudinal axis of the fiber. Generally, the shape of gas bubbles should be spherical. However,
the surface tension of the polymer blend at such high temperatures is very low. This allowed the gas
to evolve along the longitudinal direction of the fiber. Under the conditions of directional cooling,
the pores grew along the longitudinal axis of the fiber as well.

This phenomenon of gas desaturation-induced anisotropic pore growth may be comparable to the
degassing during the directional solidification of metals. The process for making lotus-type porous
copper alloys by degassing the mixed hydrogen and argon gases dissolved in molten alloys during
unidirectional cooling was shown [102,103]. The formed pores were in elongated shapes like holes
in lotus. If the melt spinning was carried out at the temperature as low as 538 K, the viscosity of the
polymer blend consisting of polycarbosilane (PCS) and polyhydromethylsiloxane blend would be too
high to create any large enough, continuous gas domain at the center of fiber. In other words, the gas
bubble coarsening was completely stopped. Consequently, only spherical nanopores were observed in
this case [99]. The method for making porous and microcellulose Si-O-C preceramics with dissolved
CO2 gas was reported by Kim et al. [104,105]. In addition, a self-foaming approach was proposed to
process porous Si-O-C ceramics with porosity gradient [106]. The preceramic foams from a silicone
resin were obtained in the temperature range from 220–270 ◦C. Subsequent pyrolysis at 1000 ◦C was
performed to convert the preceramic to Si-O-C micro composite foams with a significant structural
anisotropy. The porosity gradient in the foam was achieved by adjusting the polymer melt viscosity
during foaming via temperature control. The porosity varied from 40% to 90% within a length of
35 mm [106]. In the work performed by Colombo et al. [107], Si-O-C microtubes or hollow fibers were
made by extruding polymer blends. Carbon was incorporated into the hollow fibers to increase the
conductivity of the fibers/tubes. Many researchers have worked on controlling the shape of pores in
ceramics by the polymer precursor approach. However, challenges still remain in view of how to use a
simpler approach to making hollow ceramic fibers.

2.5. Vapor Deposition

Vapor deposition as a bottom-up additive manufacturing process has been successfully used for
making porous fibers for energy storage. As illustrated by Basu et al., in Figure 14 [108], VO2 samples
were deposited on carbon fibers by CVD (chemical vapor deposition) at 1150 K. V2O5 powder was
used as the source and argon as the carrier gas. A carbon paper consisting of open mesh of carbon
fibers was used as the substrate. The carbon paper was placed on a high purity alumina boat inside a
quartz tube. The source was placed in another alumina boat. A vacuum level of 10−3 mbar was kept
before purging Ar into the reaction chamber. At the elevated temperature, V2O5 was vaporized and
deposited on the carbon fiber paper. The V2O5 at the carbon fiber surface reduced to VO2 through the
following reaction:

2V2O5 + C → 4VO2 + CO2 (1)

Figure 14. Schematic of chemical vapor depositing VO2 on carbon fibers. Reproduced under the terms
and conditions of the liberal Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license from [108].
Published by Springer Nature. Copyright©2019 The Authors.
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The release of CO2 from the carbon led to the nanoporous structure formation as also indicated
in [109]. Therefore, a porous fiber can be generated as shown by the upper right corner inset SEM
image in Figure 15a [108]. The depth of the nanopores was determined to be about 800 nm by the
cross-sectional field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) analysis. Figure 15b reveals the
morphology of carbon fibers before the CVD. The inset in at the upper right corner of this figure shows
the smooth surface with shallow grooves along the longitudinal axis of the carbon fiber. The as-grown
porous VO2/carbon fiber was used to build a binder-free electrode for supercapacitors directly without
any additional steps.

Figure 15. SEM images showing (a) VO2 nanoporous structure grown on carbon fibers (The inset at
upper right corner reveals the pore diameter around 200 nm.), (b) uncoated carbon fibers (The inset
at upper right corner reveals the relatively smooth fiber surface.). Reproduced under the terms and
conditions of the liberal Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license from [108].
Published by Springer Nature. Copyright©2019 The Authors.

2.6. Self-Assembling and Templating Assisted Approach

A zinc trimesic acid was used to generate nanofibers through self-assembling at a temperature of
140 ◦C as shown in Figure 16 [110]. In brief, the assembling of zinc acetate, Zn(Ac)2·2H2O, and trimesic
acid, H3BTC, in the polar solvent of dimethylformamide, DMF, was able to generate zinc-trimesic
acid fibers. As shown by an example in [110], 5 mmol Zn(Ac)2·2H2O (1.10 g) was mixed with 6 mmol
H3BTC (1.26 g) in 50 mL DMF. Solvothermal treatment at 140 ◦C for 12 h was performed to complete
the assembling of the zinc based metalorganic nanofiber. After cleaned and dried, the assembled
zinc trimesic fibers were annealed and converted into carbon nanofibers at different temperatures of
390 ◦C, 350 ◦C, and 600 ◦C. Soaking the carbonized fibers into 2 M HCl was carried out to remove the
sacrificial metal Zn so that porous carbon fibers were obtained. Such carbonized products are called
temperature-dependent carbon nanofibers (CNF-t) as marked at the bottom of Figure 16. NiCo2O4

nanosheets with tailored morphology were anchored onto the temperature-dependent carbon nanofiber.
The NiCo2O4 nanosheet-mesoporous composite carbon fiber electrode was made for enhancing the
capacitive performance.

Figure 16. Illustration of synthesizing porous carbon fibers from self-assembled zinc trimesic acid
templates. Reprinted with permission from [110]. Copyright©2018 Elsevier Ltd.
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The paper published by Zhang and Lou [111] presented preparation of porous carbon nanofibers
using tellurium (Te) nanowires as the hard templates. Hydrothermal synthesis method as also described
in [112] was applied for making the Te nanowire template first. In a typical experiment, 0.25 mmol
TeO2 powder, 0.2 g of PVP (polyvinyl pyrrolidone) with the molecular weight of 58,000, and 10 mM
of NaOH were added into 16 mL EG (ethylene glycol) to produce a clear solution by heating. Then,
the solution was transferred into a 20 mL Teflon-lined autoclave. The tellurium nanowires were
obtained after the hydrothermal synthesis at 180 ◦C for 4 h. The generated Te nanowires were washed
with deionized water and absolute ethanol for several times. Next, porous carbon nanofibers were
made by hydrothermal synthesis using the Te nanowires as templates. The Te nanowires obtained
from the previous synthesis were dispersed into 16 mL DI (deionized) water by sonication. Then,
5 mM of glucose are added. The glucose solution with Te nanowire suspension was placed into a
20 mL Teflon-lined autoclave. The autoclave was heated up and kept at 180 ◦C for 16 h to produce
the carbon nanofibers with Te nanowire cores. The Te nanowire cores were removed by soaking
into a H2O2/HCl/H2O (2:5:23 in volume) solution for 12 h to generate the porous carbon nanofibers.
Synthesis of CNF@NiCo2O4 NR (nanorod) hybrid structure using the obtained carbon nanofibers was
demonstrated as well [111]. The porous carbon nanofibers were dispersed into 50 mL ethanol and
sonicated for 30 min to obtain a uniform dispersion. 2 mM Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, 4 mM Co(NO3)2·6H2O,
and 24 mM of urea were dissolved into 50 mL deionized water to get a transparent pink solution.
These two solutions were mixed and heated up to 80 ◦C in an oil bath and held at this temperature for
6 h. Then the solution was cooled down naturally to the ambient temperature. After that, the solid
product was collected through centrifugation and washed with DI (deionized) water and ethanol for
couple of times. After air-dried, the product was annealed at 300 ◦C for 2 h at a low heating rate of
0.5 ◦C/min to generate the well crystallized NiCo2O4 nanorods at the porous carbon nanofibers named
as CNF@NiCo2O4 NR. The product was used to make the NiCo2O4 nanorod-mesoporous carbon
composite electrode for high-performance supercapacitors.

A similar product called NiCo2O4 nanosheet-mesoporous carbon nanofiber composite with an
abbreviated name, CNF@NiCo2O4 NS, was also synthesized [111]. The obtained porous carbon
nanofibers by the Te nanowire template synthesis were still used. They were dispersed into 20 mL
ethanol and sonicated for 30 min to form a uniform dispersion. 1.0 mM of Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, 2 mM
of Co(NO3)2·6H2O, and 4.5 mM of hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) were dissolved into 40 mL of
deionized water to get a transparent pink solution. The two solutions were mixed and heated up to
90 ◦C in an oil bath. After the reaction was sustained for 4 h, the solution was cooled down naturally
to room temperature. The solvothermal reaction product in solid form was collected via centrifugation
and washed with water and ethanol for several times. Then, the product was annealed at 350 ◦C for
2 h at a low heating rate of 1 ◦C/min to yield the CNF@NiCo2O4 NS.

In addition to Te nanowire, the highly stable mesoporous silica, Santa Barbara Amorphous-15
(SBA-15), was used as a hard template to make the ordered mesoporous carbon (CMK-3) [113]. In the
work performed by Fan et al. [114], SBA-15 was synthesized first. Then, the SBA-15 was calcined
at 550 ◦C for 3 h to remove organic moieties. Next, 1 g of the calcined SBA-15 was added into a
sucrose solution consisting of 1.25 g sucrose, 0.14 g H2SO4, and 5 g H2O. The mixture was dried in
an oven at 100 ◦C for 6 h and then baked at 160 ◦C for another 6 h. The impregnation of sucrose
and baking processes were repeated again but changing the composition of the solution to 0.8 g
sucrose, 0.08 g H2SO4 and 5 g H2O. After that, the dried mixture containing partially polymerized
carbon precursor and the sacrificial SBA-15 template was put in a furnace at 900 ◦C for 3 h in nitrogen
for carbonization. The fully carbonized powders were washed twice with a 2.0 M NaOH solution
containing 50% ethanol and 50% water in volume to remove silica and the ordered mesoporous carbon
(CMK-3) was obtained. Synthesis of NiCo2O4@CMK-3 composites for enhanced reversible lithium
storage was also conducted [114]. For a typical case, 15 mg ordered mesoporous carbon (CMK-3)
was dispersed into 40 mL of deionized water via sonication. Then 0.25 mM Ni(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.5 mM
Co(NO3)2·6H2O, 0.25 mM hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) and 0.025 mM citric acid trisodium salt
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dehydrate were added to form a pink solution. Upon further sonication, the solution was transferred
into a 100 mL round bottom flask. The flask was bathed in oil at 90 ◦C for 6 h under continuous
magnetically stirring. Afterwards, the mixture in the flask was cooled down to room temperature.
Centrifugation was carried out to collect the black precipitate. The collected product was washed
thoroughly with ethanol and dried at room temperature for about 12 h. Then annealing at 300 ◦C in N2

atmosphere for 3.5 h was performed to obtain the final product of NiCo2O4@CMK-3.

2.7. Other Techniques

Electrochemical oxidation is a commonly used technique for nanoscale pore generation.
Chen et al. [115] applied the method for nanoporous cladding formation on silica optical fibers.
The first step was freeze-coating aluminum on silica fiber. Silica fibers with a diameter of 100 µm were
freeze-coated with 25 µm thick aluminum. The morphology of the cladded fiber was examined to show
the silica/aluminum interface. Subsequently, electropolishing and anodization of the coated aluminum
layer were conducted to form the AAO (anodized aluminum oxide) cladding with well-organized
nanopore channels vertically aligned to the fiber axis. After cleaned ultrasonically in acetone and
DI (dionized) water, the cladded fibers were electropolished in the solution consisting of perchloric
acid and ethanol (1:4 in volume ratio) at room temperature. This polishing procedure can smoothen
the surface and to reduce the thickness of the cladded coating if necessary. The polished fibers were
subsequently anodized at 0 ◦C for 18 h in sulfuric acid solutions with different concentrations of 0.3 M,
0.6 M and 1.0 M. In a typical case, the anodization voltage was kept at 15 V. The sizes of the generated
nanopores range from 5 to 10 nm.

Hydrothermal oxidation as a medium temperature chemical oxidation technique was applied
for making porous layers on metallic alloy fibers. Du et al. [116] showed the controlled growth of
nanoporous metal oxide composite coatings on Ni-Ti alloy fibers. A nanoporous nickel-titanium oxide
composite coating grew in situ at the surface of Ni-Ti wire by the direct hydrothermal oxidation of
the wire at 80 ◦C in a newly made aqueous hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution. The oxide composite
coating contains more nickel and less titanium than the Ni-Ti wire. Repeated hydrothermal oxidation
was performed as well to examine the morphology change. Before the oxidation, only discrete
microcracks were observed on the surface of the Ni-Ti wire. In the first hydrothermal oxidation cycle,
products from the oxidation reaction started accumulation at the edges of the microcracks. After the
second hydrothermal oxidation, the nanoporous coating structure was obvious. The fourth cycle
already allowed the nanoporous feature to be fully developed.

After we discussed the various porous fiber processing and manufacturing techniques, it is
necessary to compare their advantages and disadvantages. The results of comparison can be listed in
Table 1. From the results in Table 1, it can be seen that the electrospinning technique has the advantages
of easy control of the fiber size and the pore size can be adjusted by the processing parameters such as
voltage, pumping rate, polymer viscosity, and collecting drum rotating speed. Generally, a high DC
voltage used results in thin fibers. The high rotating speed of the fiber collecting drum also leads to
the fine fibers due to the mechanical stretching of the fibers. However, a high pumping rate typically
allows coarse fiber formation. Electrospinning is a scalable manufacturing process. The production
rate is medium to high depending on the spinneret design and materials to be spun. However,
flammable organic solvents are generally used in electrospinning, which causes issues such as fire
hazardous. In addition, most of the solvents used for electrospinning are poisonous. Health and
environmental protection measures have to be considered. Melt spinning is a matured manufacturing
technology, which offers the most advantages such as high production rate, low cost, and no solvent
used. It becomes a wide applicable processing technique for microfiber production. Dry jet-wet quench
spinning uses organic solvent in the spinning dope. A coagulation procedure increases the complexity
of processing slightly. The organically modified ceramics approach runs at relatively high temperatures.
The facility setup is more complicated than those sued in other techniques. That is why the process
does not reach the scalable stage and the cost is high. Vapor deposition is also expensive due to the
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high cost of equipment and low production rate. Self-assembling and templating is a solution based
process. The chemicals used are expensive. Besides that, each batch may have the limited amount of
regents to keep the homogeneous reactions. This technique is still under developing before it is scaled
up for mass production. Oxidation methods including electrochemical oxidation and hydrothermal
oxidation have the advantage of easy to control the pore size range. They are organic solvent free
processes. However, they are not suitable for continuous porous fiber processing.

Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Porous Fiber Processing Techniques.

Technique Organic Solvent Fiber Size Range Pore Size Production Rate Cost

Electrospinning Needed Nano to micron Nano Medium Medium
Melt spinning No need Micron Micron High Low

Dry jet-wet quench spinning Needed Micron to mm Micron Medium Medium
Organically modified ceramics approach No need Micron Micron Low High

Vapor deposition No need Nano to micron Nano Low High
Self-assembling and templating Needed Nano to micron Nano Low High

Oxidation No need Nano to micron Nano Low High

3. Applications

Porous materials including nanoporous fibers have found various applications. One of the most
important applications is for energy storage devices for example, capacitors [117–131] and rechargeable
batteries [132–137]. Another important branch of applications is environment protection related.
This may be divided into two categories. One of the environmental applications is related to the
absorption/adsorption functions for electromagnetic wave absorption or electromagnetic interference
shielding [138] and CO2 or H2 gas adsorption [139–141]. Another category of environmental protection
application is the pollutant removal, ion separation, and water purification [142–152]. In addition to
energy and environmental applications, porous fibers have found their roles in sensing, monitoring,
and detection devices [153–165]. As catalysis support or metal-free catalysts, porous fibers become
more and more significant as shown in [166–171]. Some of the new applications for components or
devices of photoluminescence [172], photovoltaics [173,174], and plasmonics [175] are explored as well.
The following discussion is mainly on energy storage applications.

Although graphene is one of the most studied materials for supercapacitors applications as
described in [117,121,124,130], other materials are also used. An organic-inorganic composite electrode
for capacitors containing TiO2 nanoparticles was illustrated in [127]. Biomass (plant residues or starch)
based templates for carbon fiber capacitors were report in [128,129]. Porous fibers have recently
caught attention for supercapacitors. Bandyopadhyay et al. [118] made a complex transition metal
oxide and NiMoO4 core-shell nanowire/nanosheet arrays for the application in solid state asymmetric
supercapacitors. Porous nickel foam was used as the support for growing Zn-Ni-Co oxide nanofibers
by the sol-gel technique. Then NiMoO4 was attached to the Zn-Ni-Co oxide nanofibers through the
solution impregnation followed by calcination in air. The template-assisted approach was proven
to be effective on making the cobalt-containing nanoporous nitrogen-doped carbon nanocuboids for
supercapacitors [119]. Zeolite imidazole frameworks were used as the hard templates. Zhang et al. [120]
improved the electrochemical performances of active carbon-based supercapacitors. Incorporation of
functional groups was combined with the use of redox additive electrolyte. The layer-by-layer assembly
approached as shown by Keum et al. [122] was used for fabricating the wire-shaped supercapacitors
with organic electrolytes. Micron-sized gold wires were coated by functional layers (multi-walled
carbon nanotubes, vanadium oxide, and gel-electrolyte) and braided into a wire bundle as the core
part for capacitors.

Preparation of hierarchically porous Zn and Zr based bimetallic organic framework electrodes for
aqueous asymmetric supercapacitors was demonstrated by Gao et al. [123]. Terephthalic acid (H2BDC)
was used as the starting material to prepare the zinc and zirconium-based bimetal-organic framework
(MOF). In brief, 0.160 g H2BDC, 0.180 g ZrCl4, and 0.223 g of Zn(NO3)2 were dissolved in 20 mL
of anhydrous DMF (N,N-dimethylformamide) to form a solution. After the solution was sonicated,
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it was transferred to a flask to be kept at 120 ◦C for a day. The flask was cooled down naturally to
room temperature and the produced precipitates containing the hybrid MOFs (Zn/Zr MOFs) were
centrifuged and washed several times using DMF and acetone to clean the remaining precursors.
Hydrochloric acid solution was used to etch the acid-sensitive Zn-MOFs away. After air-dried at 60 ◦C,
the hierarchical porous template was obtained for the subsequent capacitor electrode fabrication.

The metal organic framework based templating approach can also be applied for the mesoporous
carbon nanofiber (CNF) preparation through the complete removal of the sacrificial Zn element and
incorporation of other elements to generate the required oxides during carbonization. For example,
Ni [124], Fe and Ru [125] can be readily embedded into porous carbon nanofibers by adding the
source agents in the precursor solution. As illustrated in Figure 17 [126], trimesic acid (H3BTC),
RuCl3, FeCl3 and Zn(Ac)2·2H2O were used to prepare the DMF based precursor solution for the Ru,
Fe-containing zinc-trimesic acid metal organic framework fiber through the solvothermal reaction
at 140 ◦C for 12 h. The obtained fiber was heat treated at 950 ◦C for 2 h in nitrogen atmosphere to
yield the mesoporous carbon nanofiber. Zn was evaporated due to the relatively low melting point.
The porous fiber is composed of Ru-Fe alloy, Fe2O3 and mesoporous CNF as the support. Enhanced
capacitive performance was confirmed using the fiber for the electrode of supercapacitors [126].

Figure 17. Schematic showing the Ru–Fe alloy mediated α-Fe2O3 particles on mesoporous carbon
nanofibers for superior capacitor electrode application. Reproduced under the terms and conditions of
the liberal Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY) license from [126]. Published by
The Royal Society of Chemistry. Copyright©2017 The Authors.

Besides graphene [133], carbon based porous fibers have been extensively studied for rechargeable
lithium ion batteries [132,134,135]. Porous carbon fibers also found application for sodium ion
batteries [136]. Gao et al. [132] used a biomass-derived carbon fiber mat to sandwich magnetite anode
for long-life Li-ion battery application. Cellulose fiber papers were carbonized to hold hydrothermally
synthesized Fe3O4 nanoparticles. The fiber mat has a specific surface area as high as 2443 m2/g.
Its outstanding lithium storage capability provided the excellent cycling stability. The battery was able
to run at a high capacity level of 1160 mAh/g for over 2000 charge-discharge cycles. The rate capability
achieved 486 mAh/g at 20 A/g. A cooperatively assembled nanoporous Ni/NiO/MnOx/carbon nanofiber
composite has found applications in lithium ion battery anodes [134]. Co-electrospinning nickel and
manganese nitrate salts, citric acid, phenolic resin, and an amphiphilic block copolymer followed
by carbonizing the spun fiber at 800 ◦C generated a Ni-encapsulated NiO/MnOx/carbon composite
fiber. When incorporated into a lithium ion cell, the fiber showed an initial discharge capacity of
494 mAh/g. A cobalt oxide/carbon nanotubes/carbon fiber composite was made for cathode in a
high-performance rechargeable lithium-oxygen batteries [135]. As the oxygen electrode, the specific
capacity achieved 7196.5 mAh/g at a current density of 200 mA/g. The 25 stable cycle capacity was
found to be 1000 mAh/g.

In addition to NiO, MnOx, and Fe3O4, some other nanomaterials were also studied for
secondary battery applications. For example, hydrothermally synthesized MoS2 and ultrasonically
exfoliated graphene sheets were used to construct 3D nanostructured to storage sodium for battery
application [136]. An et al. [137] synthesized carbon coated hollow porous vanadium oxide nanofibers
for the enhancement of the lithium storage performance. Typical procedures for the synthesis are
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illustrated in Figure 18 [137]. PAN (polyacrylonitrile) polymer with a molecular weight of 150,000
and vanadyl acetylacetonate, VO(acac)2 were dissolved into DMF (N,N-dimethylformamide) to
make the solution for electrospinning precursor nanofibers as shown in Figure 18a. The spun fibers
were carbonized to generate vanadium nitride nanoparticle containing carbon nanofibers as shown
in Figure 18b. The carbon coated hollow porous V2O5 nanofibers (C/HPV2O5) were obtained by
calcination in air for different time periods. This converts the VN to V2O5 as show in Figure 18c. In a
typical experiment, 10 wt% PAN was mixed with 15 wt% VO(acac)2 in DMF. During the E-spinning,
the DC voltage was 13 kV and feed rate 0.03 mL/h. The as-spun PAN/VO(acac)2 nanofibers were
stabilized in air first. Carbonization was performed at 800 ◦C in nitrogen atmosphere. The carbonization
allowed the formation of the vanadium nitride/carbon-nanofiber (VN/CNF) composite. To convert the
vanadium nitride into oxide, heat treatment in air (post-calcination) was conducted at 400 ◦C for 10, 30,
and 60 min, respectively. The corresponding carbon-encapsulated hollow porous V2O5 nanofibers
were named as C/HPV V2O5-10, C/HP V2O5-30, and C/HP V2O5-60.

Figure 18. Schematic of synthesizing V2O5 hollow porous fiber: (a) electrospinning precursor nanofibers,
(b) VN nanoparticles/CNF composite made by carbonization, (c) calcination. Reprinted with permission
from [137]. Copyright©2016 America Chemical Society.

The electrochemical properties of the hollow porous fibers were evaluated based on the prepared
CR2032 coin cells consisting of a C/HPV2O5 cathode, a Li metal foil anode, a porous polypropylene
membrane separator, and a 1.0 M LiPF6 electrolyte in a mixture of ethylene carbonate-dimethyl
carbonate (1:1). As shown in Figure 19 [137], the optimized C/HPV2O5-30 electrode revealed enhanced
lithium-storage properties. The highest specific discharge capacities among the samples was observed.
An excellent cycling durability of 241 mAh/g at 100 cycles, and relatively high-rate performance of
155 mAh/g at 1000 mA/g. Such results are comparable or even better than those of the commercially
available V2O5 cells. It is believed that the existence of carbon as a physical buffer layer and the
alleviation of the volume changes by the hollow porous structure contribute to the excellent cycling
durability and the high specific capacity. Moreover, the short Li-ion diffusion pathways resulting from
both interior void spaces and well-defined surface pores led to the high-rate performance. It was
concluded that the hollow and porous structures in electrodes are favorable to be used in Li-ion
batteries and other energy storage devices including electrochemical capacitors and full cells [137].
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Figure 19. Images and specific capacity of carbon/porous hollow V2O5 fibers calcined for different time.
Reprinted with permission from [137]. Copyright©2016 America Chemical Society.

There are several key parameters associated with the performances of energy storage porous
fibers. Pore size, specific area, specific capacity, specific power, and power density are the typical
parameters. Pore size is probably the most important property of porous fibers because it determines
other properties especial their mechanical, chemical, and electrochemical properties. The estimation
of pore size depends upon the method employed to determine the porosity. There are direct and
indirect measuring techniques. In the direct method, the morphology of a porous fiber can be observed
using the structural assessment methods as reviewed in [176]. SEM (scanning electron microscopy),
AFM (atomic microscopy), and TEM (transmission electron microscopy) are the commonly used
techniques for image generation. Then, measuring the nominal pore size can be done by the image
analysis. One of the indirect measuring methods uses gas adsorption to determine the pore size [177].
It is called the capillary flow porometry, or just simply named as porometry. This technique is based on
the replacement of a wetting liquid from the sample pores by applying a gas at increasing pressure. It is
widely used to determine the minimum, maximum, and mean pore sizes. Through the measurement
on the gas pressure (p), the pore diameter (d) can be calculated using the Young-Laplace formula,
i.e., p = (4γcosθ)/d, in which γ is the surface tension of the wetting liquid and θ is the contact angle of
the wetting liquid with the sample.

Another key parameter is the specific surface area of a porous fiber. The BET method as proposed
by Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller [178], is generally used for measuring of the surface area of porous
materials. In conception, a value of surface area can be estimated from the amount of a gas the porous
fiber by physisorption. Since the gas molecules can pass between solid entities and enter into all pores,
cracks, and surface roughness, the measurement represents the whole surface area of the porous fiber.
The specific surface area of the specimen is calculated from dividing the whole surface area by the
mass of the porous fiber. In Table 2, the pore size and the specific area of typical porous materials are
listed. Also shown are the specific capacity, energy density, and power density associated with their
energy storage performances.

Table 2. Comparison on Key Parameters and Performances of Typical Porous Materials.

Porous Material Pore Size BET Specific
Area Specific Capacity Energy Density Power

Density Application Source

Zr-MOFs 2.5~40 nm 433~874 m2/g 849 F/g 32 W h/kg 240 W/kg Capacitors [123]
Porous VO2 on carbon fiber 200 nm N/A 33 mF/cm2 1.15±0.80µWh/cm2 129.3 µW/cm2 Capacitors [108]

Carbon coated V2O5
porous fiber 100 nm N/A 241 mAh/g N/A N/A Batteries [137]

Ni/NiO/MnOx 2.5 nm 150 m2/g 1360 mAh/g N/A N/A Batteries [134]
Co2O3 on CNT/C fiber N/A N/A 7196.5 mAh/g N/A N/A Batteries [135]

Fe2O3/RGO on porous C fiber N/A 426 m2/g 1160 mAh/g N/A N/A Batteries [132]
Graphene hollow

fiber sponge 35 µm 2582 m2/g
25–40 F/g or

1.2–1.7 mF/cm2 N/A N/A Capacitors [117]
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From the results listed in Table 2, it can be seen that the Zr-MOFs metal-organic frameworks
have the finest pore size while the hollow porous fiber made from graphene has the highest
specific area determined by the BET method. In view of the discharge specific capacity, the cobalt
oxide nanosheet/carbon nanotube/carbon fiber composite materials achieved the highest value of
7196.5 mAh/g. The Fe2O3/RGO (reduced graphene oxide) on porous carbon fiber came the second
with the next highest value of 1160 mAh/g.

4. Conclusions

Porous fibers are important advanced materials with unique properties of high porosity and high
specific area. Their performances can be enhanced by meticulous materials design and selection on
appropriate manufacturing technologies. By incorporating active components, new structures and multiple
functions can be achieved. Electrospinning followed by pyrolysis is one of the major manufacturing
technologies for the preparation of porous nanofibers. It is scalable and easy to implement. Melt spinning
is also scalable. However, it is mainly for micrometer sized fiber processing. There are various ways for
generating the pores within and at the surface of fibers. Polymer particulate leaching, phase separation,
low melt point metal (zinc metal) evaporating, gas foaming, melt blending/spinning, electrochemical
oxidization, crazing, etc. are some of the effective approaches.

Porous fibers especially made of carbon and oxides have found practical applications in many
fields. One of the most important applications is energy storage. For example, there are plenty of
applied research on building supercapacitors, fuel cells, and rechargeable batteries by porous fibers.
The capability of incorporating active components such as carbon nanotubes, reduced graphene,
transition metal oxides, and various other hierarchical nanostructures allows for the design on more
efficient sodium and lithium ion storage electrodes with high energy density and good stability.

For protecting the environment, porous fibers can play two roles. One of is related to the
absorption/adsorption functions of porous fibers. Electromagnetic wave absorption or electromagnetic
interference shielding, CO2 adsorption, and hazardous organics absorption are some of the practices.
Another role of environmental protection is related to the deionization function of porous fibers.
Pollutant removal, ion separation, and water purification are some of the good examples. In addition
to energy and environmental applications, porous fibers have found the applications in sensing,
monitoring, and detecting. As catalysis support or metal-free catalysts, porous fibers have caught
more and more attentions. In biomedical engineering and biomedicine field, porous fibers are
extensively researched for drug delivery, cell assay, and imaging. Implants made from composite
porous fibers are studied a lot. Furthermore, some of the new applications for components or devices
of photoluminescence, photovoltaics, and plasmonics are under exploration.
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